
Breathe New Life into Hong Kong’s Industrial Legacy 

The Mills is a landmark revitalization project that celebrates a vital Hong Kong industrial legacy. Anchored in 
the industrial district of Tsuen Wan where the textile industry fl ourished in post-WWII period, the project aims to 
preserve a lost heritage and establish new possibilities for innovation, culture and learning. 

Construction of the Mills involved transforming three former cotton mills into a single coherent complex – a 
destination consisting of a business incubator, experiential retail and a non-profi t arts and cultural centre. 
Adopting an adaptive reuse approach, the design of The Mills purposely preserved most of the existing outer shell 
and structure of the factory to maintain the original building mass, which is distinctive to mill factories built in 
the 1960s. 

Ample natural lighting is introduced in the form of skylights, curtain walls and large atria, mitigating the 
oppressive effects of the deep fl oor plates while livening newly devised communal spaces. A series of glass 
bridges, balconies and rooftop gardens foster an open, interactive community while creating a dialogue between 
the old and the new. 

Aerial view from Castle Peak Road 

Conserved red signages and public art murals adorn carefully identifi ed 
locations on facade 

Interior view of gallery with old machines as exhibit

Interior view of business incubator entrance lobby

The Hall
A central community gathering space fl ushed with natural light

THE MILLS

Old fi nishes are repaired or left untouched while new elements utilize distinguishable materials such as steel and glass. 
Historical features are surveyed and protected through stringent measures, including original mosaic signages, main 
circulation stairwell and metal gates. Other salvaged items such as sand buckets and wooden doors are repurposed into 
signages and furniture pieces. 

The refurbishment of The Mills establishes new connections to the surrounding area. It also extends its infl uence through 
architectural signifi cance and celebration of a new identity rooted in historic legacy, attracting not only young startups, 
but also surrounding community, schools, traditional craftsmen, artists and tourists to participate in a collective 
rejuvenation process and venture out to a lesser-known part of the city.
The Mills has taken a leading role in Hong Kong’s reindustrialization by gathering all relevant players to create an 
incubation hub and an innovation model that diversifi es Hong Kong’s economic future.

 Original concrete columns strengthened with structural steel members

 Original steel gate featured at the concierge desk 

Original staircase 
A key staircase and steel windows maintain the collective memory of the old factory buildings through recognisable character

The Park
Curtain wall glazing replaced the concrete exterior wall facing The Park, establishing strong visual connection between business incubatees and the public

Symposium for textile and fashion related industry


